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For certain sets of logical rules, one  can demonstrate that for every proof tree there is 
another tree proving the same fact and  having a  special “normal” form and  thereby establish 
several useful propert ies of programs. Such a  demonstrat ion can be  carried out in two parts: 
first establish that some containment holds between pieces of proof trees, and  then show that 
repeated application of a  transformation based  on  this containment converts every proof tree 
to the normal form. In this paper,  we explore the power  of arguments based  on  such proof- 
tree transformations and  show that they provide a  general  tool for program optimization. W e  
develop techniques to demonstrate useful proof-tree containments and  show how certain 
program propert ies can be  tested by  using these containments in normal-form arguments.  W e  
discuss two techniques for demonstrat ing proof-tree containments. One  is to reduce the 
quest ion to one  of conjunct ive-query containment. A more powerful method is to test whether 
one  conjunctive query is contained in the infinite union of conjunctive queries formed by 
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expanding a set of recursive rules. We then consider two applications of these techniques. 
First, we give tests for commutativity of linear rules. When linear rules commute; we can 
reduce the complexity of “counting” methods for query evaluation from exponential to 
polynomial; commutativity is also an important element of separability in the sense of 
Naughton. A second application is to test whether certain non-linear rules are equivalent to 
linear rules that are obtained from them in a natural way. 0 1993 Academic PIES, IX. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the logic program 
rl: p(X, Y) :- a(& 2) & p(Z, Y). 
r2: p(X, Y) :- p(X, Z) & b(Z, Y). 
r3: p(X, Y) :- c(X, Y). 
We assume a, b, and c are EDB predicates; that is, their tuples are stored in the 
database. 
As these are linear rules, all of the proof trees for p-facts can be described quite 
simply: they consist of some number of applications of ri and r2, m ixed, followed 
by an application of r3. It turns out that r, and r2 “commute,” in the sense that we 
can apply them in either order and obtain the same result. More formally, any 
subtree having the form of Fig. la can be replaced by the subtree in Fig. lb, and 
the result will still be a proof tree of the p fact at the root. 
It is not hard to prove that we can replace tree (a) by (b) in Fig. 1. The reason 
is that if we think of the nodes p(Z, Z’) of (a) and p(Z’, Z) from (b) as leaves, the 
trees have frontiers that are related to the p(X, Y) nodes by 
Q,: p(X, Y) :- a(X, Z) & p(Z, Z’) & b(Z’, Y) 
Qb: p(X, Y) :- a(X, Z’) & p(Z’, Z) & b(Z, Y). 
That is, Q. expresses the way a p(X, Y) fact is deduced in tree (a), and Qb does the 
same for (b). These are conjunctive queries (Chandra and Merlin [4]), and it is 
easy to check that they are equivalent; in fact, they are variable renamings of one 
another in this case. 
We can represent sets of proof trees for linear logic programs by regular expres- 
sions over the rule names. For instance, the set of all proof trees for our example 
logic program is (rl fr,)*r3. By what we just observed, we know that r,r,sr,r,. 
That is, whatever we can prove by applying ri then r2 (we view “application” of 
rules as occurring top-down in the tree), we can prove by applying r2 then rl. If 
we start with an arbitrary proof tree and replace rl r2 by r2r1 repeatedly, we even- 
tually reach a tree where there are no more applications of this transformation 
possible. At that point, the tree is of the form r:r:r,; that is, we have moved all 
applications of r2 before all applications of r, . 
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FIG. 1. Commutativity of rules r, and r2. 
Motivational Remarks. There are a number of reasons we might want to make 
this transformation. We have shown that we can evaluate the rules r,, r2, and r3 by 
applying (bottom-up) r3 once to generate basis p-facts, then closing these facts 
under rl , and only then closing these facts under r2. This computation is often 
simpler than the bottom-up evaluation of the rules in the obvious way, where we 
close under rI and r2 simultaneously. For example, if a counting algorithm 
(Bancilhon et al. [2], Sacca and Zaniolo [ 133, e.g.) is used, the number of indices 
we must keep track of grows exponentially with the depth of the tree. However, if 
we can restrict our attention to trees of the form r2*rfr3, the set of indices only 
grows linearly. 
As another example, every separable recursion (Naughton [ 123) allows the rules 
in one block of the partition to commute with rules in all other blocks (but not 
with those in the same block), which motivates the algorithm given by Naughton.’ 
This fact is a consequence of Theorem 2, presented in Section 4. 
’ A similar observation was made by Ioannidis [9]. 
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II. PROOF-TREE TRANSFORMATIONS 
The introductory example illustrates a powerful approach to establishing 
program properties. We now decribe the approach in general. First, we define proof 
trees formally, restricting ourselves to positive Horn clause rules. A proof tree for 
a fact f using a set of rules (program) P and a set of EDB facts D is a tree such 
that: 
1. The root is the fact f, and all leaves are facts in D. 
2. Consider a node with n > 0 children. There must be a substitution instance 
of a rule in P with n body literals such that the node is identical to the head and 
the body is identical to the list of children. 
Note that there is a proof tree for a fact if and only if it can be derived from D 
using the rules of P. As we observed earlier, we can represent sets of proof trees for 
linear logic programs by regular expressions over the rule names, and we will do 
so whenever it is convenient. We also extend the notion of conjunctive query 
containment to containment of sets of proof trees. A set of proof trees S is said to 
be contained in another, say, T, if every fact supported by a proof tree in S is also 
supported by a proof tree in T. 
For simplicity, we will sometimes relax the restriction that the leaves must be 
facts in the EDB. This allows us to discuss “proof trees” with variables in them that 
can be instantiated to obtain proof trees as per the above definition. It also allows 
us to refer to a “piece of a proof tree,” intuitively obtained by deleting subtrees of 
a proof tree. Our usage should be clear from the context, and where necessary, we 
will clarify it. 
For certain sets of logical rules, one can demonstrate that for every proof tree 
there is another tree proving the same fact and having a special “normal” form. 
A consequence of identifying a normal form for proof trees is that we need not 
consider all proof trees in evaluating a query. Trees that are not in normal form are 
redundant, since any facts supported by them are also supported by some proof 
tree in normal form. 
A normal-form representation for the set of proof trees associated with a 
program can establish useful properties of programs that enable us to optimize the 
evaluation. The intuition is that proof trees correspond closely to how facts are 
derived operationally; thus, a normal-form representation for a set of proof trees 
translates naturally into a statement that the specialized execution sequence will 
generate the same set of facts. 
Two Parts of a Normal-Form Proof: We observe that there are two steps needed 
to justify a normal form, like r:r:r3 in our running example, for proof trees: 
1. We must test that some containment relationship holds between pieces of 
proof trees, e.g., ri r2 c r2r1. 
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2. We must demonstrate that a transformation based on this containment is 
powerful enough to convert every proof tree to a particular normal form. 
In our running example, the proof of the second part is easy, since the trans- 
formation preserves the number of nodes in the tree and reduces the sum, 
over all r,-nodes, of the number of their r2 descendants. In general, this is not 
straightforward. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose our desired normal form is r:rfr,, as before. The contain- 
ment r, r2 E r2rT can be tested for; we discuss how in Section 4. This containment 
is sufficiently powerful. Intuitively, we can “bubble” each r2 in turn up through the 
r, ‘s. Although the number of r,‘s may grow rapidly as we bubble the r2’s, we 
eventually finish. 
The containment rl r2 E $9: can also be tested, but it is not suflicient to achieve 
the desired normal form. Intuitively, each application can introduce more r2’s, and 
we may never finish bubbling them all up. 
Helm has independently addressed the issue of identifying redundant proof trees 
[7]. His approach is to generate conjunctive queries that represent compositions of 
rules in the program. He then identities a redundant composition by testing that the 
corresponding conjunctive query is contained in a conjunctive query that 
corresponds to a rule composition that is retained. The set of retained rule composi- 
tions serve as a normal form, in our terminology. While Helm’s containment test 
is less powerful than the test presented in the next section, he avoids generating the 
redundant derivations identified thereby by the use of iterative control expressions 
that modify the bottom-up fixpoint evaluation. It is possible to use the more power- 
ful containment techniques developed in this paper in conjunction with Helm’s 
techniques for generating control expressions. 
III. A CONTAINMENT TEST 
Our first result generalizes conjunctive query containment by allowing us to test 
whether a conjunctive query (which is a proof tree of height 1) is contained in (the 
set of proof trees that can be generated using) a logic program.2 Suppose we have 
a conjunctive query Q and a logic program B defining a relation for predicate p. 
We say Q c 9 is on every database, the relation produced by Q is a subset of the 
relation that 9 produces for p. The following algorithm tests Q E 8. The technique 
is implicit in Cosmadakis and Kanellakis [S] and Sagiv [14]; it is a disguised 
version of dependency implication using the “chase” [18]. 
ALGORITHM 1. Testing whether conjunctive query Q is contained in logic 
program 9. 
* We consider in this paper only Daralog programs, i.e., function-free logic programs. 
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1. Replace each variable X in Q by a unique new constant r(X). 
2. Form a database from the subgoals of Q; that is, if q(X,, . . . . X,) is a 
subgoal, then (a,, . . . . a,) is a tuple in the EDB relation for q, where a, = t(Xi). 
3. Apply the rules of 9 to the database from (2). If the head predicate of Q, 
with variables replaced by their corresponding constants, is inferred, then Q z 9’; 
else not. 
THEOREM 1. Algorithm 1 correctly decides if Q c 9. 
Proof. If the head of Q  is not derived by B then we have a counterexample, that 
is, a database on which Q derives something 9 does not. 
If 9 does derive the head of Q, we have a particular proof tree T for that fact. 
Let D be an arbitrary database, let c be a substitution for the variables of Q  that 
makes each subgoal a fact in D, and let q be the fact obtained by applying CJ to the 
head of Q. In T, replace each constant u by ~$-‘(a)). The leaves of T are now facts 
of D, since z-l turns each leaf into a subgoal of Q  and cr turns that subgoal into 
a fact of D. The interior nodes of T and their children continue to form instances 
of the rules of 8, as can be verified from the following observation. If a node and 
its children were originally obtained from a rule r by applying a substitution 4, the 
new instance is obtained by a substitution 8 that is derived from 4 as follows: If 
b(X) =a, where a is a constant, then 19(X)=a(t-‘(a)). 
Thus, T is now a proof tree for q, and therefore for any database D, any fact 
produced by Q is also produced by 8. 1 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Q  be the conjunctive query 
PW, Y, Z) :- d& 4 B) 8~ q(& A, A) &  144 K Y) 
&e(X) &e(Y) & e(Z) & e(A) & e(B). 
and let B be the logic program 
rl: p(X, Y, Z) :- q(X, Y, Z). 
r2: p(X, Y, Z) :- q(A, A, A) & p(A, X, Y) & e(X) & e(Y) & e(Z) & e(A). 
This example is more complicated than it needs to be for the sake of an interesting 
point to be made later. 
To begin, let the substitution r map X, Y, Z, A, and B to 0 through 4, 
respectively. Then the database constructed from Q has the tuples 
4% 4,4) p(3,0, 1) 40) 43) 
44, 3, 3) 41) 44) 
42) 
We must determine whether ~(0, 1,2) follows from the data and the logic program 
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p(414,O) e(i) e(O) e(l) e(4) 
FIG. 2. Proof tree for Q interpreted as a database. 
8. Figure 2 shows a proof tree for this fact, so we conclude Q E 9. By mimicking 
the structure of Fig. 2, we can expand B to find a particular conjunctive query 
AX K Z) :- d4 4 A) & q(B, 4 B) 8~ q(C, C Cl 6’~ q(C, B, A) 
& e(X) & e(Y) & e(2) & e(A) & e(B) & e(C). 
that contains Q and is generated as one of the terms in the expansion of P (in 
particular, by applying r2 three times, then rl). The containment mapping sends 
distinguished variables X, Y, and Z, to themselves, of course, and sends A, B, and 
C to B. 
Let us observe that the algorithm for testing Q c 9 is no worse than exponential 
in the length of Q and 8. The general problem is at least as hard as implication 
of full dependecies and is therefore complete for exponential time [3]. 
IV. COMMUTATIVITY OF RULES 
We now consider various tests that allow us to commute rules. The following 
theorem gives a syntactic sufficient condition. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the following linear rules: 
rl: p(X, ,..., Xx):-p(Y, ,..., Y,)&G1&...&Gk 
r2 : p(X1, . . . . X,,) :- p(Z,, . . . . Z,) & H, & . . . & Hk, 
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where the Xi’s are distinct and occur in the bodies of both rules. Then the following 
conditions are sufficient for the commutativity law r, r2 = r2rl : 
1. If Yi# Xi, then Xi does not appear among the H’s. 
2. Zf Zi # Xi, then Xi does not appear among the G’s. 
3. If Yi = Xi, for some j # i, then Zi = Xi and Zj = Xi. 
4. If Zi = Xi, for some j# i, then Yi= Xi and Y, = Xi. 
Proof. We will prove rl r2 G r2rl (and omit proof of the other direction since it 
is symmetric). Let us assume that the rules have identical heads, but that the 
distinguished variables (X’s) are the only shared 
T(Xi) = Y,; 0(X,) = zi. 
Both r and (T are the identity on nondistinguished variables. Then, the conjunctive 
queries needed for testing rr r2 c r2r I are 
Cl2 : PW, 7 ..-, X,) :- P(~(Z,), a.., z(Z,))&r(H,)&...&z(H,)&G,&...&G, 
c21: PGf, 3 a.., X,) :- P(d Y1 h *.., o(Y,))&H,&...&H,&a(G,)&...&a(G,). 
We shall show that the identity mapping is a containment mapping from C,, to 
C12. We show that the p-subgoal of Czl is mapped to the p-subgoal of C12; that 
is, a( Yi) = r(Z,) for all i. We must consider three cases. 
Case 1. Yi = Xi. Then, a( Yi) = 0(X,) = Zi, by definition of cr. To show that 
r(Z,) = Zi, there are three subcases: 
(a) Zi= Xi. Then T(Z,) = z(X,) = Yi, by definition of r. By the assumptions 
for this subcase, Yi = Xi = Zi. 
(b) Zi is a nondistinguished variable. Then r(Z,) = Zi, because 7 is the 
identity except on the x’s. 
(c) Zi=Xj, for some j#i. Then by (4), Yj=Xi. Thus, r(Z,)=r(X,)= Yj= 
xi = zi. 
We thus conclude a( Yi) = $Zi) in Case 1. 
Case 2. Yi is nondistinguished. We claim Zi = Xi in this case. Suppose not. 
Then Xi must appear somewhere else in the body of r2. However, from (l), Xi 
cannot appear in the EDB subgoals, and from (4), if Z,= Xi for some I # i, then 
Yi = Xi, contradicting our assumption that Yi is nondistinguished. We therefore 
conclude that Zi = Xi. 
We know that a( Yi) = Yi, since o is the identity on nondistinguished variables. 
Also, r(Zi) = z(X,) = Yj, by definition of z and the fact that Zi= Xi. Thus, 
a( Yi) = z(Z,). 
Case 3. Yi= Xi, for some j# i. Then a( Yi) = a(Xj) = Zj. By (3), we know 
Zi = Xi and Zj = Xi. Hence, r(Z,) = r(X,) = Yi = Xj = Zj. 
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Next, we show that each subgoal a(Gi) in C,, maps under the identity 
containment mapping to a subgoal of C,,, namely Gj. Since o is the identity on all 
nondistinguished variables, this can fail to hold only if some Xi appears in G,. If so, 
by (2), Zi = Xi. Then, by definition of c, a(X,) = Zi = Xi. 
The proof that each Hj maps to z(Hj) follows the same lines and is omitted. 1 
This result was also obtained independently by Ioannidis [9]. 
Example 1 suggests a more powerful test: Given two linear rules with predicate 
P, say rl and r2, is rlr2 cr,r:? Note that this question includes the usual 
commutative case, where r I r2 = r2rl, but it is only a sufficient condition for the true 
desiderend, which is (ri + r2)* c rzr: (or informally, “it is sufficient to apply r2 
then r 1 .“). 
THEOREM 3. There is a polynomial-space algorithm to test rl r2 G r2rT for linear 
rules rl and r2. 
ProoJ: Let p be the predicate for the two rules and assume its arity is k. For 
r1r2 we construct the conjunctive query Q as follows: 
1. Find r, the most general unifier for the head of r2 and the p-subgoal of ri , 
first renaming variables so the rules have none in common. 
2. Replace the p-subgoal in r(ri) by the body of T(rJ. 
3. Replace p in the body of the resulting rule by a new symbol, say pl. 
For r2rT we construct the logic program B as follows: Choose a new predicate 
symbol p’, and for i equal to 1 or 2, let bj be the body of ri, with p’ in place of 
p. Let h2 be the head of r2, and let hi be the head of r,, with p’ in place of p. Then 
the rules of B are 
h, 1-b;. 
h; :- 6;. 
P’W, 2 ..., x/J :- PI v-1, . . . . Jfk). 
Intuitively, these rules allow r2 to be applied once, rl to be applied zero or more 
times, and, finally, terminate, replacing p’ by p1 to match Q. 
There is a straightforward mapping between proof trees in r2r: and proof trees 
generated by 9, for a given EDB. Using this mapping, it follows that r,r2 c r2r: 
if and only if Q c 8. We can test this condition by Algorithm 1. Since the rules are 
linear, we can search for derivations of S using a nondeterministic polynomial- 
space algorithm [3]. m 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the rules rl and r2 mentioned in Section I: 
r, : p(X, Y) :- a(X, Z) & p(Z, Y). 
r2: p(X, Y) :- p(X, Z) & b(Z, Y). 
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For Q we obtain 
P(X Y) :- 4X, Z) 84 q(Z Zl) & Wl, Y). 
Here, we use q for pi. The logic program 9 is 
p(X, Y) :- s(X, Z) & b(Z, Y). 
s(X, Y) :- a(X, Z) & s(Z, Y). 
s(X, Y) :- q(X, Y). 
Predicate s plays the role of p’ here. In this case, it is easy to check that Q c 9. 
A related study of commutativity appeared in Maher [ 111. His result is in some 
sense weaker than ours, since he tests whether rlrz s rzrl and not whether 
r1r2 s r2rf. In another sense, however, his result is more general than ours since he 
considers sets of rules rather than individual rules. 
V. LINEARIZATION OF RECURSIONS 
It is known that linear programs are in general easier to evaluate than nonlinear 
programs [19]. Given an arbitrary logic program, we could ask whether it is 
linearizable, i.e., equivalent to a linear program. This problem is known to be 
undecidable if the complexity class .Y is different from the complexity class Jf% 
[61. 
Suppose now that we restrict ourselves to programs with one basis rule and one 
recursive rule; such programs were called sirups in Kanellakis [lo]. It is not known 
whether the linearizability problem is decidable or not for sirups. We now show 
that the problem is probably intractable. 
THEOREM 4. It is N%hard to determine whether a sirup is linearizable. 
ProoJ: Let G be a graph. Kanellakis [lo] has shown how to construct from G 
a rule 
rG: q(& Y, z, v) :- q(x, Y, z, w) & %( w, v). 
where % is a conjunction of EDB predicates with occurrences of the variables W 
and I’. Specifically, %? is the conjunction (see Fig. 3): 
41(W -0 41(K n q*(W, -a 
q2 (X VP q2 ( y, v, 41 G 0 
43 (X n 43 (X a, q3 ( K a, 
q3 ( y, n q3 K -n q3 (Z, Y), 
.-.7 q1 ( W, Xi), q2 (Xi, V), . . . where ui is a node in G, 
**‘7 43 txi7 xj)? 43 Cxj9 xi), ..* where (vi, vi) is an edge in G. 






FIG. 3. A graphical description of C( W, V), 
Kanellakis showed that G is three-colorable iff (rG)’ cr,. (In fact, if G is not 
three-colorable, then for all k 2 1, we have that r”,’ ’ @ I”,.) Consider the program 
e(S) :-co(S) 
e(S):-e(T)&e(U)&e,(S, T, U). 
(1) 
This program computes the set of roots of trees with leaves in e,, where the 
branches are defined by the relation e,. The element a such that (1) generates e(u) 
are called reachable elements. It is known that the program (1) is not linearizable 
[ 11. In fact, it follows from Afrati and Cosmadakis’ proof that (1) is not 
linearizable even if the language contains constant symbols that designate distinct 
elements (e.g., the constants a and b cannot designate the same data element). 
We now introduce a predicate p, with five arguments and write a sirup that 
combines rG with the nonlinearizable program above, 
p(X, Y, -5 K S) :- Po(X K z, W) CfQ w K V) 8c w w, S) 
p(X, Y, z, v, S) :-p(X, Y, z, w,-)&U(W, V)&W(W, S) (2) 
8~ AX Y, Z, -, T) 8~ AX K Z, -, VI & el (S T u), 
%‘( W, S) is a variant of %?( W, V) obtained by replacing V by S and priming all 
variables except for X, Y, Z, W. and S. Note that _ denotes a variable that does not 
occur elsewhere in the program. We claim that this program is linearizable if and 
only G is three-colorable. The proof uses the following claim: 
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Cluim 1. The projection of p onto its first four columns or onto its first three 
columns and its last column (where p is computed by (2)) is contained in q (where 
q is computed by rG with the initialization po). 
This claim is easily proved by induction on the number of iterations needed to 
compute predicate p. Suppose first that G is three-colorable. Then r:s rG. We 
claim that the program (2) is equivalent to the nonrecursive (and therefore linear) 
program 
(3) 
Suppose indeed that the second rule of (2) generate a tuple p(x, y, z, u, s). By 
Claim 1 and the assumption that ri E rG, a single application of rc would generate 
the tuples (I(x, y, z, u) and q(x, y, z, s). But then, it is easy to see that the first rule 
of (2) would generate the tuple p(x, y, z, u, s). It follows that the second rule of (2) 
is redundant. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that G is not three-colorable. Then (rC)* g rc. We 
claim that in this case (2) is not linearizable. Assume to the contrary that (2) is 
equivalent to a linear program 8’. We will derive a contradiction, 
Let 9’ denote the linear program obtained by adding to 9’ the rule 
4s) :- PW, y, z K S) 
and making e the goal predicate. Suppose that G has k nodes. We add to the 
language 2k + 4 constants: x, y, z, w, xi, xi, 1~ i 6 k. Consider an extensional 
database D for the program (1 ), i.e., a database with domain d and relations e, and 
e,. We now add to D tuples of the relations p,,, q,, q2, and q3 as follows (see 
Fig. 3a): 
Poh Y, 2, w), 
41 (w, XI, 41 h Y), 41 h 21, 
q2 (x, a), q2 (y, a), q2 (z, a), where a is in e,, 
43 (x9 Yh q3 (x7 z), 93 (Y, z), 
q3 (Y9 x)9 q3 (z, x)9 q3 (z, Y ), 
. ..) 41 fwV xi), -.7 where vi is a node in G, 
. ..) 42Cxi9 u)9 ***9 where vi is a node in G and a is in e,, 
***T 43 fxi, xj), q3 Cxj, xi), *** where (vi, vi) is an edge in G, 
. ..) 4166 xl), a.., where vi is a node in G, and a is in e,, 
. ..) 41 (a, xl, 41 (a, Y), q1 (a, z), where a is in e,, 
**., q2 (xi, b), . . . . where vi is a node in G and b is in d, 
. . . . q2(x,b), q1 (Y, b), q1 (z, b), where b is in d, 
. ..) 43 (xl, x/q, q3 cx;, xl), . . . . where (vi, vi) is an edge in G. 






FIG. 3a. A graphical description of D. 
Intuitively, we make %?(w, a) true for all a in e,, and we make $?(a, b) true for all 
a in e, and b in d. 
Let D’ be the result of adding the above tuples to the database D. It follows from 
the analysis of rG in Kanellakis [lo] that if we add to D’ the tuple q(x, y, z, w) and 
then apply rG twice, then the first application derives precisely all tuples of the form 
q(x, y, z, a), where a is in e,, and the second application derives precisely all tuples 
of the form q(x, y, z, b), where b is in d. (The fact that the first application does not 
derive tuples of the form q(x, y, z, a), where a is not in e,, depends crucially on the 
assumption that (rG)* 0 rG.) In other words, if we consider only the fourth 
argument of tuples derived by TV, then the first application of rG derives e, and 
the second application of rG derives d. Consider now the program (2). Its first 
application on D’ generates precisely all tuples of the form p(x, y, z, a, b), where 
a, b are in eo. Further applications generate all tuples of the form p(x, y, z, a, b), 
where a, b are in d and b is reachable from e,. Thus, if we focus on the fifth 
argument of p, then (2) on D’ essentially emulates (1) on D. But 8’ is equivalent 
to (2). It follows that the program 9 when applied to D’ yields the same result as 
the program (1) applied to D. 
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We can now eliminate all literals mentioning po, ql, q2, or q3 from 9, by sub- 
stituting constants for the variables in those literals. For example, the literal 
q3(A, B) holds iff either A is a constant xi and B is a constant Xj such that (vi, Uj) 
is an edge in G or A is a constant xl and B is a constant x,’ such that (vi, uj) is an 
edge in G. Thus, we can replace a rule in 9 that contains q3(A, B) by all its 
instances, where A is instantiated by a constant xi and B is instantiated by a 
constant xi, such that (vi, vi) is an edge in G or A is instantiated by a constant x( 
and B is instantiated by a constant xi, such that (vi, uj) is an edge in G. Since the 
literal that is the instantiation of q3(A, B) is guaranteed to be true over D, that 
literal can be deleted. 
In this manner we can eliminate all occurrences of qi literals and preserve 
equivalence over database D’. The resulting program, however, does not contain 
any occurrence of qi literals, so we can view it as a program over the original 
database D. Thus, after eliminating all occurences of the qi literals from B we are 
left with a linear program with constants that is equivalent to (1) on databases with 
.at least 2k+4 elements. But this is impossible by Afrati and Cosmadakis [l]. m 
Consider now sirups with a single basis rule of the form 
PW 1 > . . . . X,) :- 4(X, > . . . . x/d 
We call such programs simple sirups. We could ask whether this program is 
linearizable. No bounds are known for the complexity of this problem. Recently, 
Zhang, Yu, and Troy [20] have considered a useful restriction on the question, 
where we ask whether the nonlinear program 
r1: P(X1, ..‘, x/J :- 4(X,, ..*, x/J 
r2: p(X1, . . . . X,) :-p( Y,, . . . . Y,) & p(Z,, . . . . Z,) & G, &-..& G, 
is equivalent to the particular linear program 
P(X1 9 . . . . J-k) :- 4(X, 2 *.., x/J. 
PWI 3 ..*, X,) :- q( Y,, . . . . Y,) & p(Z,, . . . . Z,) & G1 & .e-& G,. 
That is, can be first occurrence of p in the recursive rule be replaced by the base 
predicate? Here, the rules are assumed safe, so the x’s appear among either the Y’s, 
the Z’s, or the arguments of the EDB subgoals G , , . . . . G,, which are not specified. 
We shall call this property ZYT-linearizability. Zhang et al. have given a necessary 
and sufficient condition for ZYT-linearizability for the case when q does not appear 
among the G’s and there are no repeated predicates in the G’s 
Note that there is a dual form, where the second p is replaced by q instead of 
the first. For obvious reasons, it is unnecessary to consider this question separately. 
A sufficient .condition for ZYT-linearizability is suggested in Fig. 4. The tree of 
Fig. 4a represents replacement of the first subgoal in r2 by a copy of r2, after the 
appropriate unification; the precise algorithm for doing the expansion was given in 
571/47/l-16 
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FIG. 4. A sufticient containment for ZYT-linear&ability. 
the proof of Theorem 3. The resulting tree has three leaves with predicate p, which 
we call a, /I, and y, as it is important to distinguish among them. These, together 
with the EDB subgoals, form a conjunctive query Q, whose head is p(X,, . . . . A’,). 
We need to find another tree T, suggested in Fig. 4b, with the following properties: 
1. The conjunctive query formed from the leaves of T contains Q. The 
containment mapping can send any of the p-subgoals of T to ~1, /I, or y. We can 
then classify the p-leaves of T as a, /I, or y, according to which of the three p-nodes 
of Fig. 4a they are mapped. 
2. Repeated application of a transformation in which we replace Fig. 4a by T 
eventually turns any proof tree into a right-linear tree (one in which left-hand 
p-nodes are expanded only by the basis rule). In making this transformation, CI, /I, 
and y in Fig. 4a can be arbitrary trees, and the roots in Fig. 4 can be any interior 
node. When replacing Fig. 4a by Fig. 4b, we replace each p-leaf in T that mapped, 
according to the containment mapping of (l), to CI, by a copy of the tree that LY 
represents, and similarly for /I and y. 
Complexity of Z YT-Linearizability 
For the case of a single EDB subgoal in r2 (i.e., n < 1) that has a different 
predicate from EDB predicate in rl, Zhang et al. have shown the remarkable result 
that there is a finite set of trees T such that a logic program is ZYT-linearizable if 
and only if the tree of Fig. 4a is contained in one of these trees (treated as 
conjunctive queries). Saraiya [15] generalizes their result to the case where there 
are many EDB subgoals in r2, but their predicates are distinct, and also removes 
some artificial conditions on the rules. Figure 5 suggests some of the containments 
with which we must be concerned. In each tree, interior nodes represent uses of r2 
and,the EDB subgoals are not shown. The leaves, which represent instances of the 
predicate p, are labeled with Greek letters. 
In each case, we must show that (a) is contained in some other tree. The most 
complex case is (a) E (b), which is also the “normal” case, it being the one satisfied 
by the nonlinear version of transitive closure, for example. The containments 







FIG. 5. Trees involved in containments. 
(a) E (c) and (a) E (d) are also interest. Note that (c) actually represents a total of 
six trees that differ only in leaf labels. All of these containments, fortunately, are 
sufficient to convert arbitrary trees into right-linear trees. 
The containment (a) c (e) is interesting because it is not sufficient to convert 
arbitrary trees to right-linear form. That is, although property (1) may be satisfied 
for a given logic program, property (2) is not, since the transformation in which (a) 
is replaced by (e) could be applied an infinite number of times, without ever 
reaching a right-linear tree. However, Zhang et al. show that this containment never 
occurs, unless one of the other containments, which is sufficient to convert, also 
occurs (again, that is only for the case of a single EDB subgoal). 
Zhang, Yu, and Troy [20] give three pages of conditions involving the variables 
of r2 that are necessary and suficient for the rules to be ZYT-linearizable. They 
prove that these conditions are testable in polynomial time. However, once we have 
their theorem about a finite number of conjunctive-query containments being 
necessary and sufficient, we do not need their conditions; we can simply test the 
containments. In principle, a syntactic condition is both intellectually more 
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satisfying and polynomial-time, so if the conditions were simpler, they would be the 
preferred characterization. However, each of the needed conjunctive-query 
containments involves no more than five subgoals per conjunctive query. Thus, the 
intractability of containment in general is not present here, and we believe that 
the conjunctive-query tests constitute the most useful approach to testing 
ZYT-linearizability for rules with single EDB subgoals. 
Saraiya’s [15] result is no more succinct, but there the characterization theorem 
is needed to obtain a polynomial-time test. The conjunctive query containment test 
alone would give an exponential-time algorithm. 
The general problem of testing ZYT-linearizability, in the case where rules have 
several EDB subgoals and repeated predicates are allowed, is not so easy. We offer 
two arguments to that effect. The first is that in the general case of ZYT- 
linearizability, there is no bound on the number of containments that need to be 
checked. To make this precise, consider the sufficient condition suggested by Fig. 4 
and the tree in Fig. 5a. Let us define a candidate for T to be a (finite) tree 
constructed using a, /?, and y as leaves. As in Fig. 5, such a tree denotes sets of proof 
trees; interior nodes represent uses of r2, and EDB subgoals are not shown. 
THEOREM 5. Consider the sufficient condition suggested by Fig. 4. For the general 
case of Z YT-linearizability, there is no bound on the number of candidates for T that 
need to be checked. 
Proof: The proof is a construction of an infinite sequence of logic programs, 
requiring progressively larger candidate trees. The kth program B is 
P(X, 3 ..‘, x/J :- 4(X1 > . . . . J-k). 
P(X, 9 . . . . x/J :- PM, -4 . . . . A) & PM Xl? ..., Xk- 1) 
&e(X,)&...&e(Xk)&e(A). 
The conjunctive query Q that corresponds to the tree of Fig. 5a for the above 
program is: 
PV1 9 *a*, X,) :- ~(4, B,, . . . . B1) & I-O,, 4 . . . . B) 
8~ p(B, J’, , . . . . x,-,)&e(x,)&...&e(X,)&e(B)&e(B,). 
We claim that: 
1. Q is contained in the conjunctive query, say R, that is obtained by 
expanding the second body literal of the recursive rule k - 1 times, and 
2. Q is not contained in any conjunctive query that is obtained by expanding 
the rules of 9, unless there is a chain of k - 1 expansions of the second body literal. 
The proof of the above claim rests upon the following observations on the 
structure of expansions of the recursive rule. Consider the arguments of a p-literal 
in an expansion of the rules of 8. If this literal, say t, is the second body literal in 
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the j th expansion of the second body literal-regardless of the number of times the 
first body literal is expanded-it contains exactly k-j - 1 distinguished symbols. 
Further, the distinguished symbols in t are the first k - j - 1 distinguished symbols, 
and these appear in the last k - j - 1 argument positions of t. 
To prove the first part of the claim, consider the conjunctive query R. Since R 
was obtained after k - 1 expansions, none of the distinguished variables (the X’s) 
appear in the recursive literals. Each step in the expansion introduces a new 
variable corresponding to A in the recursive rule. Consider the mapping h that 
maps A and all the new variables to B, and maps all the distinguished variables to 
themselves. The mapping h is a containment mapping that sends all the p-literals 
of R to the literal p(Br, B,, . . . . B,) in Q. 
Now consider the second part of the claim. Since the distinguished symbols 
have to be mapped to themselves in a containment mapping and the only literal 
containing distinguished symbols in Q is the third p-literal, the literal t in R must 
be mapped to it. From the structure of the third p-literal in Q, it is clear that this 
is not possible if t is obtained from one or more expansions. This leaves open the 
case that t is just the second body literal in the original rule r. This forces the 
containment mapping to map A to B; however, we are then unable to map the 
literal p(A, A, . . . . A) in R to any literal in Q. This concludes our proof of both parts 
of the claim. 
Since each expansion of the rules of S is a potential candidate for T, we have 
shown that there is a “successful” candidate of height k for the above program, but 
none of height less than k, and thus the theorem follows from the above claim. 1 
Q and B of Example 2 were constructed by a method analogous to the 
construction in Theorem 5, applied to the logic program for k = 3, which only 
satisfies the containment between the tree of Fig. 5a and that of Fig. 6. 
The next argument concerns intractability. Both Zhang et al. and Saraiya claim 
polynamial-time algorithms to decide their respective cases. However, that is 
unlikely to hold when there are repreated EDB predicates. 
THEOREM 6. It is MB-hard to determine whether a simple sirup is ZYT- 
linearizable. 
FIG. 6. Containing tree for 9 of Example 2. 
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Proof: Let 
r: q(X, Y, Z, V) :-q(X, Y, Z, W)&V. (4) 
be a linear rule r, where (& is a conjunction of EDB predicates, for which we want 
to check whether r2 c r. As mentioned earlier, Kanellakis Cl9881 has shown that 
this problem is NY-hard. 
Consider the transitive closure rule 
t(A, B) :- e(A, C) & t(C, B). (5) 
We assume that none of t, e, A, B, and C appears in rule (4). We create a predicate 
p, with six arguments, to serve as a Cartesian product of q and t. We also create 
the following nonlinear program, where the body of the recursive rule is the cross 
product of the bodies of rules (4) and (5): 
PW, Y, Z, K 4 B) :- po(X Y, Z, K 4 B). 
p(X, Y, Z, I’, A, B) :- p(X, Y, Z, W, A’, B’) & Gf 
&p(X’, Y’, Z’, W’, C, B)&e(A, C). 
(6) 
The primed variables do not appear in @?. Our goal is to prove that (6) is ZYT- 
linearizable iff r2 c r. At first we will prove two claims. The claims use the predicate 
q,, that is defined as follows. 
qo(X Y, Z, V :- po(X Y, Z, V, 4 B). 
rotA, B) :- po(x, Y, Z K 4 B). 
(7) 
The idea is that when p0 is the initial value for p, then its projections on the first 
four columns and the last two columns are the initial values for q and t, 
respectively. 
Claim 1. The projection of p onto its first four columns (where p is computed 
by (6)) is contained in q (where q is computed by (4) with the initialization q. 
defined by (7)). 
This claim is easily proved by induction on the number of iterations needed to 
compute predicate p. 
Claim 2. Consider an EDB for the EDB predicates of (6) that contains a 
pair of ground atoms of the form po(x’, y’, z’, w’, c, b) and e(a, c), where 
x’,, y’, z’, w’, c, b and a are some constants. The projection of p onto the first four 
columns, as computed by (6), is the same as the projection of p onto the first four 
columns, as computed by 
PW, K -T J’, A, B) :- po(X Y, Z K 4 9. 
p(X, Y, Z, V, a, b) :- p(X, Y, Z, W, A’, B’) & Q? & po(x’, y’, z’, IV’, c, b) & e(a, c). 
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Moreover, if (6) is ZYT-linearizable, then the projection of p onto the first four 
columns, as computed by (6), is the same as the projection of p onto the first four 
columns, as computed by 
p(X, Y, 2, v, A, B) :- Po(K y, z, K A, m. 
p(X, Y, Z, V, a, b) :- po(X, Y, Z, W, A’, B’) & %? & po(x’, y’, z’, IV’, c, b) & e(a, c). 
Claim 2 is also an easy induction once the following observations are made. 
First, given an instantiation of the body of the recursive rule of (6) we can always 
replace the first atom of p in the body with any other atom of p that has the same 
values in the first four columns. This replacement has no effect on either the 
satisliability of the body or the atom generated in the head, because the variables 
A’ and B’ (in the last two columns of the first atom of p)‘do not appear anywhere 
else. The second observation is as follows. When applying the recursive rule of (6), 
we can always substitute the ground atoms p,,(x’, y’, z’, w’, c, b) and e(a, c) for the 
last two atoms in the body, regardless of how other atoms in the body are 
instantiated (this is so, because the last two atoms do not share any variable with 
any other atom in the body). O f course, using these two atoms would have an effect 
on the last two columns of the head, but this is unimportant when we are interested 
only in the first four columns of p. 
Claim 2 immediately implies that if (6) is ZYT-linearizable, then r2 5 r. To see 
why, suppose that q is initialized to predicate qo. If q,, is empty, then clearly the 
recursive rule (4) does not have to be applied more than once. If q. is not empty, 
we can extend each tuple of q. to a tuple of p. by putting some unique constants 
c and b in the last two columns. We also add to the given EDB a ground atom 
e(a, c). The result is an EDB for the EDB predicates of (6), and the conditions of 
Claim 2 are satisfied. Therefore, the projection of p onto the first four columns is 
computed by 
p(X Y, 2, v, A, B) :- Po(X y, z v, 4 B). 
p(X, Y, Z, V, a, b) :- p(X, Y, Z, W, A’, B’) &V & po(x’, y’, z’, w’, c, b) & e(u, c). 
which is the same as 
PV, Y, Z K 4 B) : -PO@‘, Y, Z V, A, B). 
p(X, Y, Z, I’, a, b) :- p(X, Y, Z, W, A’, B’) 8z Sf?. 
because PO(X’, y’, z’, w’, c, b) and e(u, c) are in the EDB. Since none of a, b, A’, and 
B’ appears in w, we can delete the last two columns of p; that is, the projections 
of p onto the first four columns is computed by. 
4(X y, z, V) :-40(X, K z, V) (8) 
q(X, Y, z, V) :- q(X, Y, z, W) & %. 
Since (6) is ZYT-linearizable, we can similarly obtain from Claim 2 that the 
projection of p onto the first four columns is also computed by 
4w, K z, V) :-40(X K z, 0. (9) 
4(X y, z J9 :- 40(X y, z, W) & %. 
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Since the rules of (8) are the same as rule (4) for q, assuming that q is initialized 
to qo, and since the rules of (8) and the rules of (9) compute the same relation, it 
follows that r* cr. 
We have shown that if (6) is ZYT-linearizable then r2 E r. We still have to prove 
the other direction; that is, we assume that r2 c r and have to prove that (6) 
is ZYT-linearizable. So, suppose that (6) is not ZYT-hnearizable. Therefore, 
there is an EDB that shows that (6) is not ZYT-linearizable; that is, when (6) is 
applied to that EDB, it generates tuples p(x, y, z, ZI, a, b), p(x, y, z, w, a’, 6’), and 
p(x’, y’, z’, w’, c, b), such that the following is true: First, tuples p(x, y, z, w, a’, b’) 
and p(x’, y’, z’, w’, c, b) are also generated by the ZYT-linearized version of (6), but 
p(x, y, z, u, a, b) is not. Second, p(x, y, z, u, a, b) is generated by (6) from the other 
two tuples; i.e., 
p(x, y, z, 0, a, 6) :- Ax, y, z, w, w’, 6’) & 97’ & Ax’, Y’, z’, w’, c, b) & 44 cl, 
where V’ is an instantiation of w that is satisfied by the given EDB, and e(u, c) is 
also in the given EDB. By Claim 1, the tuple q(x, y, z, u) is generated by (4), and 
since r2 E r, it follows that there is a tuple qo(x, y, z, w’), such that 
404 Y, z, 0) :- 40(x, Y, z, w’) & 93 
where %? is an instantiation of Q? that is satisfied by the given EDB. The existence 
of qo(x, y, z, w’) implies that there is a tuple po(x, y, z, w’, a,, b,) for some a, and 
b 1 . Therefore, 
p@, Y, z, 4 4 b) :- po(x, y, 2, w’, al, 6,) 8~ @ & Ax’, y’, z’, w’, c, 6) 8~ 44 c) 
is an instantiation of the recursive rule of (6), such that all atoms of EDB predicates 
are in the given EDB. This shows that p(x, y, z, u, a, 6) is generated by the ZYT- 
linearized version of (6)-in contradiction to the initial assumption. Thus, it follows 
that (6) is ZYT-linearizable. 
We have shown that (6) is ZYT-linearizable iff r2 E r. Thus, by the result 
of Kanellakis [lo] mentioned at the beginning of the proof, it follows that it is 
&“P-hard to determine whether a simple sirup is ZYT-linearizable. h 
We note that Saraiya [16] has shown that a natural generalization of ZYT- 
linearizability is undecidable. 
Testing Z YT-Lineurizability 
We conclude from Theorems 5 and 6 that more powerful containments are 
needed in the general case than are needed for the case of a single EDB subgoal or 
even many EDB subgoals with distinct predicates. To handle the general case we 
first provide an alternative characterization of ZYT-linearizability. 
Let 9 be the program that we want to linearize: 
rl : p(X,, . . . . X,) :- 4(X,, . . . . X,). 
r2 : AX,, . . . . A’,) :- p( Y,, . . . . Y,) & p(Z,, . . . . Z,) G, 8~. . . & G,. 
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Let 9, be the program linearized by replacing the first occurrence of p in the 
recursive rule by the base predicate: 
r-1 : p(X,, . ..) X,) :- q(X,, . ..) X,). 
r3: p(X,, . . . . X,) :- q( Y,, . . . . Y,) & p(Z,, . . . . Z,) G, & ...c% G,. vi:) 
By definition, 9 is ZYT-linearizable if it is equivalent to 9i. Clearly, we have 
g1 E 8, so it is the reverse containment that is nontrivial. 
We now define a program Pz:, which can be viewed as the extension of 9, by a 
m inimal non-right-linearity. Let r4 be the result of a m inimal non-right-linear 
recursive expansion of r,; that is, r4 is the result of 
1. unifying the head of r2 with the first recursive subgoal of rz, 
2. substituting the body of rz for that recursive subgoal (after applying the 
unifying substitution to both copies of the rule), and 
3. replacing the first two occurrences of p by q, and replacing the third 
occurrence of p by a new IDB predicate S. 
More formally, let 7(X,) = Yi, 1 < i < n, and let r be the identity on other 
symbols. If W  is one of the x’s, let W ’ be 5(W), but if W  is a nondistinguished 
symbol A, then W ’ is A’. Let Gj be G, with each variable W  replaced by W ’. Then 
r4 is 
r4: p(X1, . . . . X,) :- q( Y;, . . . . Yi) & q(Z;, . . . . Zk) & G; & . . . & G6 









FIG. 7. Reducing the size of a proof tree. 




FIG. 8. Restoring the original database. 
Let 9z be the program obtained by adding r4 “on top” of 9i. More formally, 9z 
consists of r4 and the following three rules: 
r; : s(X1, . . . . X,) :- 4(X1, . . . . X,). 
r; : s( X1, . . . . X,) :- q( Y, , . . . . Y,) & s( 2,) . . . . Z,) & G, & . . . & G,. (%) 
r;: p(X1, . . . . X,) :-8(X,, . . . . X,). 
Note that proof trees of P* are right-linear except for a possible minimal non-right- 
linearity at the top. 
THEOREM 7. 9 is ZYT-linearizable if and only if 9, is equivalent to p2. 
Proof: Clearly, S’i E 9* G 9. If 9 is ZYT-linearizable, then we have 9 E 9, so 
9i = 9* = 9. Thus, the condition Pi = PI is clearly necessary for ZYT-linearizability. 
To prove sufficiency, we show by induction on the size of a proof tree that every 
fact deduced by the rules of B has a right-linear proof tree. The basis (one interior 
node) being trivial, we shall prove the induction. Let the tree of Fig. 7a be one node 
too large for the inductive hypothesis to apply. Find some interior node N such that 
both children are leaves, and remove these leaves to create a new tree, as suggested 
in Fig. 7b.3 We now take the IDB fact at N and make it an EDB fact, thus changing 
3 For simplicity, we. ignore the uses of the basis rule and treat a p-node, to which the basis rule is 
applied as if it were a q-node. 
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the database from an original relation R for q to some new relation R’. In Fig. 7, 
we have shown the “cooked” EDB fact as q(c, e). 
By the inductive hypothesis, Fig. 7b has an eqivalent right-linear proof tree; that 
is, there is a tree of the form shown in Fig. 8a that also proves p(x, y). This tree 
may have several uses of the “cooked” EDB fact. We restore the tree so that it 
applies to the relation R, as suggested by Fig. 8b; that is, we turn the “cooked” 
EDB fact back into an IDB fact and give it children that prove it from R, just as 
it was proved in Fig. 7a. 
Now, we must turn Fig. 8b into a right-linear tree, and for this purpose, we use 
the fact that y2 E S’i. From this containment it follows that every proof tree of y2 
can be replaced by a right-linear proof tree. We apply this transformation at each 
interior node whose left p-child is the IDB fact that we had “cooked,” that is, 
p(c, e) in Fig. 8. This transformation, which is repeated in bottom-up order at each 
problem node of Fig. 8b, is shown in Fig. 9, where T and T’ stand for some right- 
linear trees. 1 
Theorem 7 shows that to eliminate nonlinearity it is sufficient to be able to 
eliminate minimal nonlinearity. Our condition is closely related to the condition 
called “weak power sub-associativity” by Ioannidis and Wong [S]. Their condition 
can also be viewed in terms of adding a nonlinear expansion on top of .Pi. More 
formally, let 9$ consist of the rules r;, r;l, r;, and 
r;: p(X1, . . . . X,) :- s( Y1, . . . . Y,) & s(Z,, . . . . Z,) & G, & ..-8c G,. 
Ioannidis and Wong proved that 9 is ZYT-linearizable if Pi is equivalent to @. 
The proof proceeds by a simple bottom-up transformation of nonlinear proof trees 
to right-linear proof trees (no induction is necessary). The condition provided by 
Theorem 7 is tighter because proof trees of P2 are “more linear” than proof trees 
of 93. 
Figure 10 describes these results pictorially. Theorem 7 states that the 
containment Fig. 10a E Fig. 1Oc is necessary and sufficient for ZYT-linearizability. 
The Ionnidis-Wong result is that the containment Fig. 10b G Fig. 1Oc is sufficient 
for ZYT-linearizability. 
Unfortunately, we do not know of any effective way of testing the condition of 
Theorem 7 (nor is any effective way known to test for weak power sub- 
associativity). Instead, we describe a sufficient condition for ZYT-linearizability by 
strengthening the conditions of the theorem. 
xx T 
qkdl q(d,e) 
FIG. 9. Final restoration of right-linearity. 
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FIG. 10. Necessary and sufficient conditions. 
First, we replace 9* with S??, by substituting the IDB predicate p for s. More 
formally, & is 
rt : p(X,, . . . . X,) :- q(X,, . ..) X,). 
r3 : p(X,, . . . . A’,) :- q( Y,, . . . . Y,) & p(Z,, . . . . Z,) & G, &. . . & G,. 
ri: p(X,, . . . . X,) :- q( Y;, . . . . YL) & q(Z’, , . . . . Z;) & G; &. .. & G; (&‘4) 
& AZ, 7 . . . . Z,)&G,&~..&Gk. 
The difference between 9$ and 9?! is that proof trees of PA can contain many 
occurrences of minimal non-right-linearity. It easily follows from Theorem 7 that 
the equivalence of 9’i and y4 is also a necessary and sufficient condition for ZYT- 
linearizability. 
THEOREM 8. 9’ is ZYT-linearizable zy and only $9, is equivalent to P4. 
So far, we have viewed programs as queries. Thus, if 9 and 9’ are programs, then 
2?4 = 25” if 2?(O) = 2?‘(D) for all databases D. Equivalently, we can view programs as 
sets of universal Horn clauses and say that 22 = 22’ if 22 and 9’ have the same set of 
minimal models. We can strengthen this condition and require that 2 and 3’ have 
the same set of (not necessarily minimal) models; in this case we say that 9 and 9’ 
are uniformly equivalent. Clearly, uniform equivalence entails equivalence, but the 
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reverse entailment does not hold. Unlike equivalence, which is undecidable [ 173 
uniform equivalence is decidable [ 143. Thus, replacing equivalence by uniform 
equivalence gives us a decidable sufftcient condition for ZYT-linearizability. 
COROLLARY 9. s? is ZYT-linearizable if 9, is uniformly equivalent to g4. 
Corollary 9, which is described pictorially in Fig. 11, offers a condition that 
generalizes all of the containments needed by Zhang et al. and by Saraiya and all 
those needed for our infinite sequence of examples alluded to in Theorem 5. It 
remains to determine the complexity of the condition of Corollary 9. 
THEOREM 10. The condition of Corollary 9 can be tested in polynomial space. 
ProojI Clearly, P1 is uniformly contained in Pd (i.e., every model of Pb is also a 
model of yi). So it suffices to check that $?d is uniformly contained in P1. By Sagiv 
[14], it suffices to check that r>, viewed as a conjunctive query, is contained in 9,. 
This containment can be checked by Algorithm 1. Since P1 is linear, we can 
search for derivations of $ using a nondeterministic polynomial-space algorithm 
(cf. Theorem 3). 1 
Example 4. Let us consider the rules 
pm K Z) :- qv, y, a. 
p(X, Y, Z) :- p(A, A, A) & p(A, X, Y) & e(X) & e( Y) &e(Z) & e(A). 
These are rules for the case k = 3 given in Theorem 5. Example 2 showed the 
conjunctive query rk (called Q there) and the logic program 9, (called B there) 
constructed above. We saw by Fig. 2 that the containment ri c P1 does hold, and 
the right-linear tree that contains the tree represented by rb is deeper than the 
latter tree; that is, the right side of Fig. 11 must be deeper than the left side, for this 
example. 
C - 
FIG. 11. General containment condition. 
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